
Lecture 3

M3-manifold

In
Is then
M =M,#... #Mn where Mi are prime
=>π,(M) =π,(M) *...*π(Mn)

Pro:
GAAL0 iff 6 and Iare LO

froof:(-)) obvious since6, Hsubgp of GAH
E) there isama

GAH+6x H

Induced by gr-(g,di)
hi(id,h)

get shortexactsequence
1-k+6 xH-6xH-1

I isfree (basis is((g,h3)g=(Sid, he ASid337

so K LO and 6xH1O (evicographically)



=>6*H has a lex. Left-order

2*proof(constructive(Dicks and Sunic)

define 4:GAH+Eas follows
...fix PyCG, P, CH positive cone

W =G,Gz... an

Y(w) =79,
ifa,ant6or a,qntH
if a,t6,antH
ifa, t H, and6

-(w) =(3:19;PU3)-1S:/avP3) +y(w)
P =[we6 *H) t(w) > 03 is a pos. Come

So T(M) is LO ifTCM) isLO for all prime factors Mi
In fact, prime reducible manifold (s'x54) contribute to

free product, (M) =π,(M,) *... *π(Mn)
so itisenough to 10 π,(M) where Mis irreducible



Need:

ThA: Suppose Morientable and irreducible
and i-M isa cover space

then it isirreducible

(Hatcher 3-mfe notes 3.15)

Th*(Scott) Suppose M isa 3-mid with
finitelygenerated fundamentalgroup
then I compact Ncint(M) such that

2x!π,(N) ->π,(n)
isan isomorphism

Th(Boyen-Rolfsen-Wiest):
Suppose Mirred, M*S tririalgroup isnot
then 4,(M) is10 ifthere isa

LO fromnow on,
but in 1I lecturessurjectivehour Ti(m) -> L It was

onto a nontrivial(O
group L



Roof:(Burns-Hale)
letH (π,(M) be a finitegen subgroup
Two cases

1) Itis finite index

then 4: 4,()->L use41H
2) It isinfiniteinclu

there is a covering space pi=M
SI. PrL4. ()) =H

thenit isnoncompactbut has fog. i,
=>Icompace Ncint(e) write
#(1) =Hby Scott

-
in I, /

T
/ N> Li S S

"----⑦ ⑰
-



then IN is non-empty
maycontains;

but Mirreducible so s'bounds B
must be "outside"N
so add to N

get new love

so can assume nos"in CN

What can be said aboutH. IN;E)?

by standard doublingargument
shows (H,(V,z)1 =1

H =πi(M)->H,(N;e) ->E
i
quotient all

Cor:
butone

Mirreducible and (H.(M;E)1 =1
then , (M) isLO



Proof:I π, (m) ->H,(m) +Ex

So we have arrived at L-space cons

for:if Mas above, H1π,(M) infiniteindex

then H isLO

: Mas above, and (M) infinite
then (M) isCO ifJπ(M) + (

where C isinfiniteCO

Roof;if so
1-1+π(m) +4

+1

I
↳O CO

=>Ti(m) is
#4: M as above, with infiniteit, then (M) is20

ift
M admits a finite cyclic cover with10 fund group



Roof:suppose H. (M;E) is infinite
=>π.(M) is LO So MM isa cover

that works

Suppose H, (M;E) isfinite

then H2)π,(M);2) =H (m;E)
=> H,(m;z) finite

if f is a CO of,(M),
[f] =HY(i,(m),2) has
finite order
=>IH < πi(M) finite index and

Conjecture (COL-space)
With Mas above, M nota lens space
then thefollowing are equivalent:



(i) Ia finite cycliccover that is
not a lens space

(ii) Ia finitecycliccover that
has a tantfoliation

liei) it isCO

M a Seifert fibered space and assume H.(M;z)
=Eid
-

inthiscase, imposingthisrestriction yields

4,(m) =<2, ...,Wnihlh central Wi=h",U, ... Un =1

where n=3, x,2 and relativelyprime
The:with Mas above, i,(M) isLO as long as

itisnot I (2,3,5)

2) tranglegroup
recall 014,41,43) =(x,y,z)x" =y

=

z3
=xyz

=1)
where 9,42,433 = 92,3,53



are subgroups of PSL/2;(R) (group isreflections2

inedgesI
:group isCO hyperbolica)

Itis also an infinitegroup
define a homomorphism by

UHx, UHY, UH E

kill all other generators
=>π(M) has infiniteCO quotient

=>i,(M) isSO

f the20 ofTi(M), then [f]=id=H(n(M1,E)
SII

H, (m;2) =[,d
=>π,(M) is


